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Core Shamanism



A Way of
Power and
Knowledge					








Basic Workshop
"The Way of the Shaman®"					




What is
Core Shamanism?					




The Foundation for
Shamanic Studies Europe					





























Shamanic Training





Workshops

Based on decades of experience, we offer introductory and advanced workshops as well as intensive programmes, both in-person and online.
Overview of all workshops
			




















The Way of the Shaman®


The practical introduction to Core Shamanism. The goal is to establish reliable contact with one’s own spiritual helpers.
			



















Online



The Shamanic Journey to Power and Knowledge


The shamanic journey is considered one of the most remarkable visionary methods of mankind - and the basis of practical shamanic work.
			

















Shamanic Divination


Various techniques of consulting the spirits are used to find answers to important, often vital questions.
			



















Online



Essentials of Shamanic Divination


The key practices of shamanic divination. Only those who understand the language of the spirits are able to work with them efficiently.
			

















Shamanic Extraction Healing Training


The removal of spiritual intrusions is an essential method of shamanic healing.
			

















Shamanism, Dying, and Beyond


Physical death is not the end of life, but a major transition. Shamans know that the path of the soul continues.
			

















Power Soul Retrieval Training™


The soul is our vital life essence, which essentially defines the human being. If parts of it get lost, they need to be found and retrieved.
			



















Online



Online Training in Core Shamanic Practice


The focus of this training is on developing one’s own shamanic practice, with an emphasis on working remotely.
			

















Advanced Shamanic Healing Practice


The most important healing techniques – recapitulated and put into practice. The emphasis is on deepening shamanic healing work.
			

















The Power of Community


Shamans serve their community. Rituals manifest the power of community and make it available in ordinary reality.
			

















Shamanism and the Spirits of Nature


Shamanism as spiritual ecology. First-hand experiences with the spirits of nature remind us that we are ultimately all One.
			

















The Power of the Mountains


Mountains have always been considered unique places of power. Nature, spirits and community interact in ordinary and non-ordinary reality.
			

















Visiondance – The Power of the Ancestors


Visions are sources of power, inspiration and direction. Ancestors are of particular importance in this context.
			

















Shamanic Training in Creativity™


From a shamanic point of view, creativity is an important way of solving problems and manifesting spiritual power.
			

















Shamanism for Inspired Local and Global Change


A practical shamanic methodology to address the complexity of collective challenges and carve out concrete solutions.
			



















Online



Shamanism for Inspired Local and Global Change


A practical shamanic methodology to address the complexity of collective challenges and carve out concrete solutions.
			

















Shamanic Dreamwork™


Dreams are an important part of our lives – and a way for spirits to contact us.
			

















Harner Shamanic Counseling™


This approach to spiritual counseling introduces clients to the technique of the shamanic journey. A way of empowerment.
			

















Training Programme Certified Shamanic Counselor (CSC)®


Participants learn to facilitate the process of teaching their clients to journey shamanically on their own. A way of empowerment.
			



















Online



Change and Transformation – Core Shamanic One-Year Online Training Programme


A unique online training programme in Core Shamanism, aiming to initiate change processes in oneself, local communities and complex systems.  
			

















Three Year Program


The Three Year Program in advanced shamanic initiations and shamanic healing was developed through decades of research and is considered unparalleled worldwide.
			














Workshops in Europe  
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Language









You can use the map to find workshops in the desired region or use the filter buttons to search for specific workshops.

Overview of all workshop offers
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ONLINE COMMUNITY MEETINGS				




Community means finding one´s place in a greater whole, being a part of it, and contributing to its success.  

In this format, the Core Shamanic Community meets on a regular basis, in order to work shamanically on the issues of our time.
							




Further details		





















Newsletter





Stay up to date

Sign up for our newsletter and receive updates on seminars, events and new articles.
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Shamanism articles















Shamans - Agents of Change and Transformation





How can shamanism help us facilitate change and transformation for the benefit of all? Core Shamanic Change Management is a suitable approach.
				






Roland Urban





















The Way of the Shaman: The Work of Michael and Sandra Harner





Documentary about the life and work of anthropologist Michael Harner (1929-2018) and his wife, psychologist Sandra Harner. Their work together led to the development of Core Shamanism and the creation of the Foundation for Shamanic Studies.
				






Sandra Harner





















A Core Shamanic Theory of Dreams





Michael Harner's theory of dreams provides the basis for the core shamanic approach to dreams, visions, and similar states of consciousness.
				






Michael Harner





















Life - A Rhythm. Notions on a Journey to Sápmi





A travelogue about a journey to the north of Scandinavia, to Sápmi. The exploration of the last shamanic culture in Europe leads the author to ways of shamanic work at home.
				






Alexander Jatscha-Zelt





















Rooms and Roles in Shamanism





In the second part of his interview, David Vust reflects on the place of shamanism in society. In what situations and spaces is shamanic work appropriate?
				






FSSE





















Shamanism and Everyday Life





David Vust talks about the experience of his first basic seminar and his perception of shamanism. How did he evolve from an initial skeptical encounter to a faculty member who gives seminars himself?
				






FSSE


































Training Programme						


Shamanic Counseling						



Harner Shamanic Counseling (HSC)™ is a counseling approach based on the principles of classical shamanism. Clients are introduced to the technique of the shamanic journey. A path of empowerment.



Details and Registration						





























Advanced Workshop						


Shamanic Divination						



In this workshop, dedicated to identifying answers to vital personal questions, participants experience the elegance as well as efficiency of shamanic practice from a first-hand perspective.
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Mediathek





The Way of the Shaman:

The Work of Michael and Sandra Harner		



Documentary about the lives and work of anthropologist Michael Harner (1929-2018) and his wife, the psychologist Sandra Harner. Their collaborative efforts led to the development of Core Shamanism and the creation of the Foundation for Shamanic Studies.
		


















Shamanism is a path of knowledge, not of faith.
			


Michael Harner			
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Foundation for Shamanic Studies Europe
Untere Reitling 26
Wartberg ob der Aist

+43 650 77 00 660
office@shamanicstudies.net
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